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Cloud & IT services
Leveraging years of cloud computing experience, our professional Software and Infrastructure cloud architects will work together
and assist you in choosing the cloud architecture that best suits your business needs. Our experts will perform the following: 
Review your architecture, map and analyze best practices, tailor a suite of services and technology for you, support in setting up 
Multi-cloud & Hybrid-cloud and eventually partner hand in hand with your development and ops team to establish best in class 
cloud solution.

ARCHITECTURE

Our cloud operation experts will be the engine behind your cloud migration journey. Following the architecture team direction, 
they will perform various operations for you: set your Landing Zone, configure your identity & Access, help setup cloud accounts, 
security and governance of network and storage, so they will be controlled, but yet felxible. 

Matching the cloud cost to the customer’s specific needs is one of the things we do best. We analyze cloud requirements and 
offer the best optimized setup that will reduce your overall cost. This is achieved by detecting mismanaged resources, eliminating 
waste, leveraging capacity to get higher discounts and right-sizing computing services to scale. Our philosophy is that an 
optimized cloud cost model is the outcome of an ongoing effort that   stands on top of 4 major building blocks: FinOps, 
Architecture, OPS and Reports. 

Bringing the infrastructure and the development teams together is where our DevOps team excels. Optimizing years of 
experience in cloud and on-prem development our DevOps team will implement practices and tools just right to automate your 
development effort while  increasing reliability and minimizing disruption. 

Utilizing our partners' security experts we will recommend methods and innovative technologies to enhance the security of your 
cloud-based environment. We will assist you in all aspects of cloud security design and implementation, assemble security 
solutions specifically designed for cloud-based digital platforms.
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